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Greg Findon
June has been a quiet month for the Club.
COMPETITIONS: The weather has had a big impact on our regular Sunday and mid-week flying.
However, the Club did manage to hold the 2m
Bungee Glider and Vintage competitions, with a
good number of flyers in both events. Bradley Pearpoint was a first time flyer in the June vintage competition and scored 597/600 points, what a great
effort and well done.
FIELD; With the amount of rain we have had, the
river came up over the track leading into the flying
field, washing away a small section of land and
fence, also depositing silt over the road in 3 areas.
There was also water running under the Club house
and fuel storage shed, luckily no damage to the
Club’s equipment so far. The Committee will try
and keep all members up to date on the condition of
the field, please check your emails and txt messages
prior to going to the field.
PREMIX GLOW FUEL: The Club has been donated
approx. 50lts of SIG premix glow fuel, 10% nitro,
20% oil. The fuel is in 1US gal (3.8lt) plastic containers and is being sold for $30.00. Let me know if
you would like a container.

Greg’s Piper
Pawnee 40

TREASURER; Clive Martis, the Club’s Treasurer is
moving to
Hamilton at the end of July. If you
would like to take up the position as Treasurer
please let either Clive or me know asap. It would be
great to have a new Treasurer before Clive moves so
that he can do a handover.
MID-YEAR DINNER; Just a reminder about the
Club’s Mid-Year Dinner, Friday 20 July at the Manawatu Golf Club. See
details on the Club’s
webpage, www.aeroneers.com or the email sent to
all Club members 23 June 2018.
AUCTION; The Club’s annual auction is in August, if
you have planes that you no longer fly and surplus
to requirements equipment, how about making a list
of this gear and bringing them along to the auction.
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS; on my list there are no
Club members with birthdays in June, however I am
missing a few dates, so if you have a birthday in
June, congratulations (let me know so I can add to
list).
To all members, winter is here so dress up warm
when you come to the field.
Regards
Greg Findon
President, PN Aeroneers

Greg built this 80 inch wingspan Piper
Pawnee in just 30 hours from an ARF
Hangar 9 kit, covering it with Ultra Cote
and powering it with an OS 2 stroke 55.
The test flight was about 5 years ago
and since then he has enjoyed its easy
to fly characteristics with over 50 take
offs and, more importantly, landings
with no problems.
The Piper Pawnee was designed as a
agricultural workhorse and not for
aerobatics, however Greg has
successfully looped and rolled the
model.

Club Captain’s Report
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Peter Vining
Not a lot happening at the field due to weather conditions.
Our northern hemisphere modellers have worse conditions
than us and they do all their building and repairs during winter.
Those old faithful planes you fly – check them out top to
bottom and fix any dodgy parts. Also look at fuel tanks and
tubing.
Summer is around the corner!
Peter Vining
Club Captain
June 2018

On 15 April 1922 the SS Titanic sunk on her maiden
voyage and over 1500 people died.
Fourteen years earlier 1898, a novel by Morgan
Robinson seemed to forecast the disaster. The book
named Titan tells of a fictional ship about the same
size as the Titanic and it crashed into an iceberg on
its maiden voyage on a misty April night. Titan had
insufficient ice rafts and everyone on board perished.

The Club’s mid-year function
for members and wives/partners will be held on
Friday 20 July 2018,
at the Manawatu Golf Club,
Centennial Drive Palmerston North.
It will be held in the main dining area with a table
reserved for the Club, for up to 30 people. We
have been asked to be seated by 6.15pm.
The Golf Club have great facilities, provide excellent
service and have a good selection of meals.
Members will pay for their own meals and drinks.
Please rsvp, with numbers, to Greg email before
Thursday 5 July 2018.

From the Editors Desk
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Linda Lambess
There is one plus about July—
that being we are past the
shortest day and at least the sun is shining longer
each day—be it brilliant sunshine above the rain
clouds.
It is fascinating watching the many different plants
in the new garden evolving and eagerly anticipating
what colour the flowers on the camellias and rhodos
are going to be. There is a lot of garden with many
plants that I am unfamiliar with however at this
stage the bird of paradise is bright and cheerful.
Once again many thanks to those who have sent in
results, articles, ideas etc. These are appreciated.
I see from the latest Model Flying World Magazine,
that at the time of publication, that the Association
have managed to elect a new council well prior to
the AGM and it is good to see a local club member,
Graham Job as the Southern North Island
representative. Graham has offered to take any
proxy forms with him to the meeting. Thank you
Graham.

Thank you
A big thank you to the members of the Model Flying
New Zealand Council for the time and effort they put
into our sport.
A lot of work goes in behind the scenes, website
management, memberships, competitions etc etc.
Modern technology, government policies and
regulations, all of which are very time consuming
and require management.
A particularly big thanks to Des Richards who stepped
aside as secretary recently. Des, you will no doubt
enjoy having time developing your garden and flying.
As a secretary of a national association myself, I know
the amount of work that is involved, making sure that
everything is done in the most beneficial way for
members.
Thank you to the team.

Once again I am going to grizzle about photos in
the newsletter. I have a good range of photos
taken when we lived in Feilding, so I will continue to
use these photos to fill spaces. If anyone has a
plane they would like featured on the front page—
please send me photos taken at various angles and
a couple of photos taken close up of some feature
on the model. This would be appreciated.
We have the family coming from America tomorrow
for a couple of weeks. The three grandkids will
have a lot of fun throwing darts and free flight
models from the balcony, but I am sure Grandpa
will have just as much fun. I know the order he
gave them to bring included some glue which may
come in handy!!
Glad to hear that Jim is back home after a lengthy
stay in hospital. Hope that you are still doing as
you are told and taking it easy.
Keep warm and take care on the roads.
Happy Landings, Linda

Model Flying
New Zealand
Annual General Meeting
1pm,
21 July 2018
at the
Miramar Golf Club
1 Stewart Duff Drive,
Miramar,
Wellington.

More info on
page 9

From the Workbenches
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Hamish Loveridge

Back at club night in October, Hamish
explained the consequences when you lose
950 grams of nose weight while your
plane is in flight.
His Hawker Typhoon is on the workbench
and many hours later this is
where he is at.

d
e
t
Wan

Local aviation training facility
require any high wing, tricycle
undercarriage model to use to
demonstrate flight and effects of
controls while in the classroom.
No engine or radio gear required.
For more information contact
Bruce Withell 3583202

Tomboy Results — 10 June 2018
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Bruce Woodfield

Mayhem at Modelport
The same five flyers showed up to fly their delicate and pretty Vintage Monoplanes designed and first flown
by Vic Smeed in 1950 with 1cc of IC power. In those days the flyers were super experts and they were able
to land their lovely little toys undamaged inside the circle every time completely without the aid of radio
control.
So five Aeroneers set out to emulate the skills of those Vintage teachers, but with the aid of modern
electronics to ensure arrival inside a circle of reduced diameter.
At the end of the countdown, expertly called by Brad, these five Tomboys set off towards the edge of space,
but only one made a safe return. Greg and Peter made inelegant arrivals in the outfield and broke their
propellers. Ladderman and Phil made higher speed vertical arrivals and rearranged the firewalls of their beloved little airplanes. At least Phil managed to position his crash dead centre of the landing circle right in
front of all the amused observers, while Ladderman chose a discrete location half a kilometre away beside
the fence.
Thus Flemming was left to contest the second and third rounds against himself and thus stole a huge lead in
the YTD stakes.

Pilot

Round 1

Flemming

20 – 5

Phil

Round 2

Total

YTD

70

258

16 — 5

21

84

Ladderman

18

18

210

Peter V

15

15

186

Greg

14

14

168

20

Round 3
20 – 5

Next contest July 8 Weather Permitting
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Bruce Woodfield

As is usually the case the all enveloping atmosphere was calm and cool when I arrived at Modelport to set up
the apparata required to launch and retrieve Model Gliders. And, as is usually the case, the breeze had
evinced itself by start time. During the first round the wind continued to increase in velocity.
Merv was first aloft and showed us all his honed skills with a centre of circle landing only two seconds over
time. Five of the other seven flyers managed flights within a few seconds of three minutes and thus a keen
competition was in progress. But the wind decided to not co-operate and by the end of the second round
there were heard mutterings regarding not flying a third round. But six flyers scored close to four minutes
and five scored inside the circle, so the third round got underway.
The wind speed did not further increase and nobody struggled to stay upwind, but lift had become hard to
find and nobody managed to fly for five minutes. The competition was completed by 1020 and by 1045 the
wind had moderated to a nice breeze, the clouds evaporated and the Sun made the outing quite pleasant.
Thank you from all flyers to all the retrievers ably led by Mike.
Pilot

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Total

YTD

Peter V

3.02 — 50

4.06 — 50

4.18—50

820

1848

Bruce McKay

2.59 – 50

4.02 – 50

4.12 – 50

819

1984

Mike R

3.02—50

4.00 – 50

4.32

790

1813

Ladderman

3.06 - 50

3.39—50

4.47

780

2057

Wayne B

1.36—50

4.05—50

4.18—50

739

739

Merv M

3.02 - 50

4.03

4.16

721

1767

Greg

3.08

4.18 - 50

3.39

663

1341

Bruce Withell

1.31

2.14

2.45-50

440

860

Flemming R

997

Phil P

588

Brad

559

Buddha

449

Alvah B

411

Next contest July 1 Weather Permitting

Vintage Results —
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June 2018

Phil Pearpoint

An excellent day for Vintage flying greeted 9 contestants, slightly overcast with a light variable breeze from
the West.
Bradley top scored with two perfect flights and one only 3 seconds off.
Mike was very close behind with the Apollo Junior 60.
See you all on July 8th for the next Vintage comp.
Stay safe, Philip.
June
Position

Club Member

Maximum
Points—600

Overall
position

YTD

1

Bradley Pearpoint

597

10

597

2

Mike Randall

576

3

2228

3

Tama Randall

572

1

2298

4

Phillip Pearpoint

558

8

1036

5

Flemming Ravn

552

4

2150

6

Bruce McKay

531

2

2285

7

Greg Findon

502

6

2125

8

Bruce Woodfield

500

5

2143

9

Peter Vining

416

7

1673

-

Brian Dickons

DNC

9

662

-

Terry Lawless

DNC

11

520

-

Merv Matthews

DNC

12

505

Next contest July 8 Weather Permitting

Model Flying New Zealand
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Annual General Meeting

For those
people who do not like
cutting up their
magazine—print this
page of Servo Chatter only or flick me an
email and I shall send
the form as a separate
pdf.
Must be back to
Paul Clegg by
Sunday 15 July.
Email: secretary@
modelflyingnz.org.
I have spent 10
minutes looking for
postal address of the
President or Secretary
in both the Model
Flying World and the
website and unable to
find.
Suggest you phone
Paul on 021 986 566
to obtain a postal
address.
Cheers, Linda
PS—Graham Job
has offered to take
Proxy forms to the
meeting on your

Building from Scratch
Tony Parkinson, Levin
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More on Tony’s build in next months Servo Chatter.
Thank you Tony for allowing us to use this article.

Buddy Box
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Ashhurst Model Flyers—strip once again the victim of recent weather.

Evening Standard
Palmerston North
December 1937

267 Squadron RAF
Detachment, bogged
down in the mud at
Catania,
Sicily, following the
heavy Autumn rains.

School holidays and
more kids out on the
rural roads please
take care when
driving to and from
the field.
Please stick to 60
kms down Spur
Road .

Under the
weather

To everyone
celebrating a
birthday this month.

Hoping the
forecast is
looking
brighter

Volunteers
Wanted

Phone Peter or
Greg if you can
go on the roster
to mow the
strip.

- Lockheed aeroplanes -
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Line up at RONGOTAI
- May 1947
Sep 1951. Acquired by and delivered to, MOTAT in
March 1967

* ZK-AGK Lockheed 10A Electra 'Kaka'
.. named 'Kaka' after the NZ native parrot, on 23 Oct
1948 she left Palmerston North for Hamilton and
ploughed into Mount Ruapehu during rain and strong
winds (& odd track), killing the 2 crew and 11 passengers instantly. The crash was attributed to the
pilots' failure to allow for the strong wind aloft and
the lack of radio navigational beacons in the central
part of the North Island

* ZK-AIQ Lockheed 18-56 Lodestar 'Kotuku'
.. arrived in NZ on "Fort George" Dec 1943. Assembled at Hobsonville by No.1 Assembly Depot. BOC
Unit 36 Hobsonville 8 Dec 1943. Sold to Union Airways from No.42 Squadron on 8 Nov 1945. Entered
NZ Civil Aircraft Register as ZK-AIQ named Kotuku.
Transferred to NAC at formation of that company 1
April 1947. Sold to Costine and Co, Boston, USA 24
Nov 1951 and withdrawn from service by the end of
that year. Ferried to the USA and registered as N55K.
To Kelly Springfield Tire Company, Cumberland, Maryland registered as N55KS by 1966

* ZK-ANA Lockheed 18-56 Lodestar 'Kawatere'
.. Originally VH-ARZ (c/n 2102), operated with the
USAAF ADAT as VHCAA. It was obtained by Aircraft
Pty Ltd in 1946 and went to NZNAC, New Zealand as
ZK-ANA Kawatere in Nov 1946. In 1951 it went to
Costine & Co and was exported to the US as N4632V.
VH-ARY (c/n 2104-ex VHCAC, LT9-9) operated during
the War years with Guinea Airways, later going to
Aircrafts Pty Ltd. 1999 Still on U.S. Register as
N796G. 2013 was cancelled from the U.S. Register
due "expiration" ... http://www.adastron.com/
lockheed/lodestar/vh-arz.htm
* ZK-AFD Lockheed 10A Electra 'Kuaka'
.. arrived in Auckland 28 May 1937. In Feb 1943
while on a flight from Dunedin to Christchurch and
Wellington, 'Kuaka', in very poor visibility, hit Flagstaff hill, near Taieri with its port wing, (sliding to a
halt amongst the gorse), was subsequently rebuilt at
the hangar in Taieri and flew again 11 Aug 1943.
Transferred to NZ National Airways Corporation
(NZNAC) 1 April 1947 and withdrawn from service 14
Lockheed Electra aircraft ZK-AGK, Kaka, Rongotai Airport, Wellington. Whites Aviation Ltd :Photographs. Ref: WA01268-G. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand. /records/22483978

;’/

Calendar
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Indoor
14 August
4 September
Pascal Street
Stadium.
$10 to cover hall
hire

71st Model Flying New Zealand Nationals
Matamata 2019

Model Flying New Zealand
Annual General Meeting
1pm 21 July 2018 at the Miramar Golf Club
1 Stewart Duff Drive, Miramar, Wellington.
More information on page 9 of this publication or in
June 2018 Model Flying World

July

Check our website for update
information www.aeroneers.com

1 July - 2 metre gliders
5 July - RSVP to Greg for mid year function.
8 July - Tomboy and vintage

August

15 July - Radian, cub and scale
15 July - Proxy voting forms for MFNZ AGM to
be in the hands of the secretary—9

5 August - 2 metre gliders

19 July - Committee meeting

14 August - Indoor flying

20 July - Club mid year function

16 August - Committee meeting

21 July - MFNZ AGM 1pm Miramar

19 August - Radian, cub and scale

22 July - Combat and assassin

22 August - Club night

26 July - Club night

26 August - Combat and assassin

29 July - General flying

31 August - Deadline Servo Chatter for August

31 July - Deadline Servo Chatter for August

1 September - September Servo Chatter will be
online

1 August - August Servo Chatter will be online

12 August - Tomboy and vintage

Hi all
We have F3b (F3B

- Multi
Task Thermal Soaring
Gliders) coming up on July
the 7th and 8th plan is to
hold this one in Taupo we have
managed to arrange the use of
the Taupo Model flying clubs
location Centennial Dr, Tauhara,
Taupo 3330. We really appreciate the Taupo Model Fliers
allowing us to use this venue due
to lambing etc in Hawkes Bay our
usual location isn’t available. We
plan to get into it around 9.00am
hope to get through at least four
rounds for the weekend.
Any question ring me
0275 570 470
If you are planning on attending
please pop me back an email
rowdy01@xtra.co.nz
You are welcome to attend as a
spectator this is one of the most
exciting disciplines within soaring
watching the very fast speed runs
and turns (in fact we all plan to
beat Joes new NZ record 14.45
seconds for 4 laps over 150m)
along with the distance racing!
See ya there !
Rowdy
Kevin Botherway
Napier

D
DEA

WANTED
Wanted—photos, articles, letters to the editor, links to articles or videos, jokes — ANYTHING!
Everyone of you have a story What project are you working on?
Is there anything interesting you have read online that
you should share with your fellow modellers?
Email: editor@aeroneers.com

E
ALIV

Club Information and
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Committee Members

Club address—club no longer has a P.O. Box number

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com
Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com

Club Flying Site:
End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

Subscriptions

Committee
President:
Greg Findon, 06 356 1571
president@aeroneers.com
Vice President:
Bruce Woodfield, 029 357 8039
vicepresident@aeroneers.com
Treasurer:
Clive Martis, 06 357 8832
treasurer@aeroneers.com
Secretary
Bruce Withell, 358 3202
secretary@aeroneers.com
Club Captain:
Peter Vining, 027 443 2378
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com
Webmaster:
Tama Randell, 027 2920363
Servo Chatter Editor
and Website Updates
Linda Lambess, 06 3626513
021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com
Committee:
Alvah Brickhill, 021 0522875
Tama Randell, 027 2920363
Phil Pearpoint, 06 3239093

Senior Membership $140
(this subs include the
$75 NZMAA affiliation)
Family Membership $145
Junior (under 18) $40
Associate $40
Associate Flying $65
Subs are per annum.
Please pay Clive Martis or any committee member
or online to Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00
Palmerston North Aeroneers.
Don’t forget to
include your name in the details box.
Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise
Clive of your payment.
You need to be a paid member to fly at the
club airfield.
The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to March 31 to ensure all club
members are covered by the MFNZ public liability
insurance.

Club hats and
shirts
Club hats and shirts are
available.
Hat - $15
Your typical fisherman “Gilligan” style.

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every
care is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be
responsible for the content of advertisements or any material
contained therein. The editor reserves the right of publication.

Shirt - $30
They are 100% Dri-zone polyester, antisnag and moisture wicking.
UPF rating 50+.
See a committee member.

